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Proxim Wireless and Easy World Announce Distributor Partnership
Easy World to represent Proxim Solutions in the Middle East

Silicon Valley, CA, August 17, 2017 - Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTC Markets:
PRXM), a pioneer and global leader in point to point (PtP) and point to multipoint
(PtMP) wireless systems and advanced Wi-Fi, today announced the distributor
partnership with Easy World Group (eWorld), a leading value-added distributor and
solution provider of Wireless communications, Industrial automation and
Telecommunication products in Middle East region.
This partnership will help boost Proxim’s presence and further penetrate key verticals
such as ISPs, Carriers, SCADA, and mining and extractions to name a few. With Proxim’s
Tsunami® and ORiNOCO® wireless eWorld now has the product line to address market
requirements for mission critical applications with carrier class products. Proxim product
lines with their rich feature set are ideal for the region supporting operating
temperatures as high as 60oC and are equipped with robust IP 67 grade enclosures to
ensure high availability and reliability under harsh conditions.
“Our high performance products are a perfect fit for demanding environmental
conditions. We see a great deal of opportunity in the Middle East markets and consider
our partnership with eWorld to be a very important as we expand our penetration in the
Middle East. We are very pleased to partner with them to further strengthen our
presence in this market” said David Sumi, Senior Vice President, Marketing Proxim
Wireless.
Proxim’s product line aligns and complements eWorld’ s existing portfolio and eWorld
will carry the entire Proxim portfolio to address a wide variety of applications from
indoor and outdoor WiFi to outdoor backhauling and broadband services. In particular
Video Security and Intelligent Traffic System applications with the demand for robust,
high availability and seamless video, areas Proxim products excel, will be targeted.

“Combining Proxim’s portfolio with our expertise allows us to provide comprehensive
networking solutions for today’s high bandwidth demands” said Mohammed Abusamra,
VP - Business Development, eWorld, “We are very pleased and excited to partner with
Proxim at a time when it is critical to have the right technologies and resources to serve
our customer’s communication requirements,”

About Easy World Group
Easy World Group (eWorld) is a leading Value-Added distributor and solution provider
of Wireless communication, Industrial automation and Telecommunication products in
Middle East region.
Established in 2002, eWorld is a specialized distributor of leading edge mission critical,
enterprise data, voice, security, and industrial networking as well as telecommunications
products and solutions across the Middle East. We offer industry leading Networking
and automation products backed up by our professional and experienced team to our
valuable customers
To find out more about eWorld, please visit www.eworldme.com or follow us on Twitter,
LinkedIn.
About Proxim Wireless
Proxim Wireless Corporation (OTC Markets: PRXM) provides Wi-Fi®, Point-to-Point and Point-to-

Multipoint wireless network technologies for wireless Internet, video surveillance and backhaul
applications. Our ORiNOCO® and Tsunami® product lines are sold to service providers, governments
and enterprises with over 2.5 million devices shipped to 250,000+ customers in more than 90 countries
worldwide. Proxim is ISO 9001:2015 certified. For more information, visit www.proxim.com. For
investor relations information, e-mail ir@proxim.com or call +1(408) 383 7615.
To find out more about Proxim Wireless, please visit www.proxim.com or follow us on Twitter,

LinkedIn and Google+. Like us on Facebook or go to our YouTube page for latest videos.

Safe Harbor Statement
Statements in this press release that are not statements of historical facts are forward-looking statements that
involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Our actual results may differ materially from the results anticipated
in these forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could

contribute to such differences, including difficulties in overcoming the network installation and operational
challenges relating to any specific customer or geographical area; factors beyond our control such as weather,
geographic, governmental, and interference issues that may increase the costs and difficulties of wireless
deployments; specific requirements of a given customer in their specific situations; whether the deployment will
achieve the desired objectives of any given customer; changes in the timing, features, and other characteristics of
products Proxim expects to introduce; and difficulties or delays in supplying products with the features,
performance, compliances, certifications, cost, price, quality, and other characteristics desired by customers.
Further information on these and other factors that could affect Proxim's actual results is contained in the filings
made by Proxim with the OTC Markets (available at www.otcmarkets.com), including without limitation in the
Annual Report filed by Proxim on March 30, 2010, and is and will be contained in its other public statements,
which may be available on Proxim’s website (www.proxim.com).

